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	Text4bf: The course is meant for food handlers, managers in factories and kitchen or about to start working in a food organization and those who need to develop a food safety management system or need to handle food safety issues.
	Text3bd: Target audience
	Text3be: Food Safety
	Text3bf: Demystifying Microbiology
	Text3bc: Course background
	Text4bc: Microorganisms are ubiquitous and their presence in food is often undesirable as they provoke food poisoning when the limits tolerated by the human body are reached. Working in a food processing/preparation environment requires that microbiological contamination and development be controlled. Controlling their development requires a minimum knowledge of their characteristics and the course will particularly cover this.
	Text4b: The aim of the course is to equip the delegates with a minimum of knowledge in food microbiology so that they understand what a microorganism is, how it can contaminate foods and provoke food safety incident, how it grows and what kind of food is at risk rather than others. The different kind of microorganisms will be reviewed and spoilage, pathogenic and useful microorganisms will be discussed. Usual pathogenic bacteria found in food and their consequences will be discussed. A brief review of testing method will be presented, as well as how to interpret test results. The course will also help delegates in hazard analysis during HACCP programme development.
	Text3b: Course objectives and content
	Text4bfc: Please see the enrolment form/ proposal.
	Text3bdc: Number of delegates
	Text3bdi: Course design
	Text4bfi: The course will comprise of lectures and workshops to facilitate the understanding and learning process of the participants.
	Text3bda: Duration
	Text4bfa: The course duration is 1 day or 6 hours.
	Text3bdb: Course fee
	Text4bfb: N/A


